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ABSTRACT

Preliminary results on desorption yield measurements of secondary Cs+

1 | i 5. i 1 1 | B -S ions, desorbed as a result of the impact of C+, O+, CO+, O2+, CO2"1" and C4H9+
•Jf ^ s ^ il ^

^ = s ̂  » 1 ! ^ • incident ions, in the energy range of 950 keV- 3.5 MeV are presented.

5 !>,»••*» E 's - Molecular beams are found to give high yields of secondary Cs+ ions, which is

^ ' I ' i g . i u l - I °f "Merest in the field of applications. Comparison of the yield of Cs+ as a result

^ 5 i * S" ̂  S g 5 of impact ofO2+ compared to O f incident ions, indicate no "collective"

molecular effects.
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Particle induced desorption of polyatomic ions from surfaces is of general

theoretical interest, as well as having practical applications in the field of mass

spectrometry /I/. A large body of experimental data exist on the cse of fast (v >

VBotu=0.22 cm/ns) atomic incident ions in desorplion studies /I/. However, few

reports exist on the use of fast molecular ions as the primary ions in desorption

experiments. Brown et al. /2/ and Thomas et al. /3,4/, have used hydrogen

cluster ions to measure yields of H2O molecules and Cs+ ions, respectively (yield

is defined as the number of atoms or molecules detecied per incident ions). We

recently reported on some results using heavy incident molecular ions such as

C2+, C3+, O2+, CO+, CO2+. CII+, CH3
+, C3H3

+, CF+, CF3+, C3F5+, and C4F7+

in the energy range 600 keV - 3.7 MeV on organic samples /5,6,7,8/.

One of the general characteristics of fast ion induced desorption, reported

by us /7,8/ and the Uppsala, Orsay and Darmstadt group /I/ is that the secondary

ion yields, depending on the velocity range/primary ion/target combination,

generally vary nonlinearly with respect to the electronic stopping power
(energy deposited per unit path length, ^-) of the incident ion in the medium. In

previous experiments we measured the secondary negative ion yields of the

amino acid valine (MW=117) as a function of atomic and molecular primary ion

velocity /5,6,7,8/. Two types of nonlinearities were observed; one associated

with the atomic ions as mentioned above, and the other associated with the

"molecularity" of the incident projectile. By "molecularity" we refer not to the

molecular bonding but rather to the spatial and temporal correlation of the fast

moving charges in the solid. For example, the yield of valine negative molecular

ions with incident C+, Y(C), was found to follow a near square dependence on
g | /7,8/, i.e., Y(C)«(g|<C))2. However, the secondary ion yields with C24"

incident ions, Y(C2). and C3+ incident ions, Y(C3), was found to be

approximately, 8 and 16 times that of incident C+ ions, respectively, in the

velocity range of 0.2-0.5 cm/ns. This is significantly more than that expected
from a square dependence on -^- (factors of 4 and 9 for C2+ and C3+). Similar

results have been observed with other incident ions /8/ Thus, there is another
effect which also contributes to the nonlinearity with respect to -j— observed in

the molecular primary ion desorption data.



It has been shown experimentally that the electronic stopping power of an

atom in a fast moving cluster in solids, is higher in magnitude than that (if the
individual atom in the same medium. The enhancement in JJ- per atom for X,,

clusters was paramaterized by Brandt et. al /9/ by the energy loss factor,

/?=— . Brandt et. al 191 reported R values in the range I -1.5, for 1 b + and

Ht+ incident ions in thin carbon targets. Tape el. al /10/ obtained similar results

with H2+ and H3+ as well as 02" incident ions in the same velocity range as this

experiment. The question of interest is whether such enhancements in -^ would

be expected to effect desorption yields.

As fast molecular ions enter a solid medium, within a few atomic layers,

the bonding electrons are stripped off the molecule. The resulting repulsive

coulombic force between the constituent atoma causes the molecule to undergo a

"Coulomb explosion", increasing the internuclear distance, r0, in the molecule

as it traverses the solid. When r0 becomes larger than the dynamic screening

length, a, the molecular constituent atoms act as separate charges. Based on

Brandt et. als formulation 191, we have shown/8/ that over the desorption depth
(=1OO-25OA, /11,12/), ro<a. Thus we concluded that any enhancements in - j -

might be expected to be reflected in desorption yields using polyatomic incident

ions. The R values that were used to fit the valine data were in good general

agreement with the values reported in the literature for incident ions for a

comparable velocity range and atomic number/10/.

Preliminary results for the negative molecular ion yields from another

compound with very different chemical properties, chlorophyll a (MW=893),

showed similar results /13/. Due to the experimental arrangement, whsre

secondary electrons were used as the start signal for the time-of-flight

measurement, all our data ?" F T have concerned negative ion yield

measurements.

Hedin et al. /14/ recently reported on desorption measurements for valine

and cesium iodide targets, using 0.5 cm/ns, C+ and C2+ incident ions.They

prepared very thin targets (about 3000A), and studied both positive and negative

secondary ions. Th° results for valine negative secondary ions were in

qualitative agreements with ours /R/, i.e., R>\, although they obtained a



somewhat smaller R value. However, for positive valine secondary ions and Csf

ions they found no molecular effects, i.e., R=\.

In a collaboration with the Uppsala group, we have measured the yield of

Cs+ ions from thin targets as a function of the velocity of C+, O f , CO+, C>2+,

C O T + and C411Q+ incident ions, shown in figure I. The 4..VMV Dynamitron

accelerator at Argonne was used to accelerate ion produced in a low energy

electron impact ion source. A time-of-flight mass spectrometr was used to

measure the yield of secondary ions. From a mass spectrometry point-of-view,

the enhancements in the yield for the larger incident molecular ion is of practical

interest. From a fundamental stand point, the O+ and C>2+ data can be used to

extract an R value to see if collective effects are reflected in the desomtion
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Figure 1. The secondary yield of Cs+ ions as a function of the

velocity of incident C+, O+, CO+, O?+, CO2"1" and C4Hg+. The fit

to the O+ and O2+ are based on Y= constant-(-j—)" , and R=\ .0
dE

for O2+ data.

formulation.
values are calculated using the Linhard

In this velocity range few measurements exist on absolute T - values.

The tables of Northcliff and Schilling /15/ are known to be rather

questionable in this velocity range and the Ziegler tables for heavy ions /16/

do not cover the velocit> range of our experiment. Thus, we have used the

Linhard formulation IVI which is only valid in the velocity region, well

below the electronic stopping power maximum, i.e., v « vRl,hr-Z2^. In
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addition, we have used the effective charge, Ze|f, concept /18/ to extrapolate

the stopping power of protons to oxygen ions. For the oxygen datf., a least
squares fit to Y= K-(g-)", using the Linhard and Zeff scaling formulation for

j p , gave n values which were quite close, i.e., n- values of 2.2 and 2.26).

Shown in figure 1 is the least square fit to the O+ data using the Linhard

stopping1, as expected the fit worsens as the peak of the stopping power is

reached. The empirical fit was then applied to the O2+ data, as discussed in

reference /5/ and it was found that R={ (see figure), in agreement with the

Uppsala result/14/.

Comparing the atomic O+ data to that of Hakansson et. al /18/ we found

good agreement for v<0.5 cm/ns, whereas at higher velocities disagreements

existed. This is due to the fact that the O+ ions used in this experiment were

not charge equilibrated. As discussed in /9/, for incident ions in this velocity

region, the L-shell electron loss cross section decreases rapidly with velocity,

so for the faster ions, charge equilibration distance becomes comparable or

longer man the desorption length, thus a charge state dependence of the yield

is expected. Hedin et. al /19/ showed that at 0.5 cm/ns no noticeable yield

dependence on charge state existed for O+, O+3, O T 4 ions.

We have attempted similar experiments with valine positive molecular

ions, however, due to sample preparation problems the experiment could not

be performed and will be repeated in the near future. However, comparing

valine negative molecular ion results and Cs+ data it is apparent that the

effects are different. Having reproduced the Uppsala Cs+ data, it appears

likely that the valine positive secondary results with C2+ incident ion, i.e.,

R=\, should be valid. Thus, it suggests that negative and positive secondary

ion may be desorbed throught different mechanism. Differences in

desorption yields of positive and negative secondary ions with respect to

different beam parameters have been reported before /20,21,22/ and

discussed in these proceedings /23/.
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